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Introduction:  IMT  Cable Pvt Ltd

 Their commitment to quality is evident through the ISI mark on their products,
meeting international standards such as British Standard, ASTM, VDE, IEC DIN,

and custom specifications. IMT Cables is synonymous with reliability,
innovation, and top-tier solutions in the cable manufacturing realm.

IMT Cables, a flagship of RAS GROUP, is a leading manufacturer in India's
cable industry. With over five decades of familial expertise, IMT specializes

in various cables like house wires, elastomeric (Rubber) cables, welding
cables, and more. Boasting modern machinery and a fully equipped lab with

stringent quality controls, IMT ensures precision and excellence in every
product. 

https://www.imtcables.com/



Imt Cable  Pvt Ltd
Products
IMT Cables, a flagship of RAS GROUP, is a
premier manufacturer in India's cable
industry, offering a diverse range of high-
quality products. Specializing in EPR cables,
CSP cables, PCP cables, silicone cables,
mining cables, and elastomeric cables, IMT
ensures top-tier solutions for various
industrial needs. With over five decades of
familial expertise, IMT prioritizes precision
and excellence, evident through its modern
machinery and stringent quality controls. 



Trs Cables
IMT Cables proudly presents TRS cables,
a vital component in diverse industrial
applications. TRS cables, known for their
exceptional durability and reliability, are
extensively used in:

Industrial machinery wiring1.
Power transmission systems2.
Control panels3.
Automation equipment4.
Electrical appliances5.



Mining Cables
IMT Cables' Mining Cables are designed for
rugged environments, ensuring reliable power
transmission in mining operations worldwide.
These cables excel in harsh conditions, offering
durability, flexibility, and resistance to abrasion,
moisture, and chemicals. Their uses include:

Underground mining.1.
Surface mining.2.
Tunneling applications.3.
Heavy machinery and equipment.4.
Mining conveyors.5.



Epr Cables
EPR cables by IMT Cables offer exceptional
durability and flexibility, making them ideal for
demanding industrial applications. Key features
include resistance to heat, chemicals, and
abrasion. Common uses include:

Power distribution in heavy
industries.

1.

Underground wiring in construction
projects.

2.

Marine and offshore installations.3.
High-temperature environments such
as foundries and steel mills

4.



Welding Cables
IMT Cables' Welding Cables are a cornerstone of our
product line, engineered for durability and reliability
in welding applications. With superior conductivity
and flexibility, our welding cables ensure seamless
power transmission, making them ideal for various
welding processes. Trust IMT Welding Cables for
optimal performance and safety in your welding
operations.

Arc welding1.
MIG welding2.
TIG welding3.
Resistance welding4.
Spot welding5.
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Why Choose
IMT Cable Pvt Ltd

Quality
Assurance:

Diverse
Product
Range

Experience
and Expertise



Contact
For More Info Contact us 

+91 9810109233

https://www.imtcables.com/
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